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The charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostics on TCV provides lo-

cal measurements of impurity ions temperature, density and velocity profiles. The existing

CXRS comprises 4 systems, covering the entire toroidal vessel section and the poloidal Low

Field Side (LFS) section [1]. The DNBI (Diagnostic Neutral Beam Injector) provides a source

for neutral particles and is optimised in terms of power (∼ 80kW), particles energy (∼ 50 keV
AMU )

and injection geometry to not perturb the plasma whilst maximizing the emission from the CVI

(n = 8→ 7) line, naturally present in TCV due to the C-tiled vessel walls. Light impurities of

different nature have been studied on several tokamaks (especially AUG [4] and JET). However,

TCV shaping capability provides physical scenarios for light impurities study not obtainable on

other machines that can validate and extend the current transport models comparisons. Access

to extreme positive and negative triangularity (δ = ±0.6) may be used to investigate changes

in the ion confinement compared to the strong changes in energy confinement and turbulence

strengths already observed ([2, 3]). In particular, TCV naturally high ρ∗ (due to its smaller

size) provides the ingredients to investigate the behaviour of the density peaking factor with

respect to plasma shape and Te
Ti

variations, obtainable by combinations of available heating sys-

tems (ECRH and NBI). Moreover, since the donors for the CXRS reaction are provided from

the diagnostic beam only, low torque scenarios are obtainable on TCV to explore the role of

roto-diffusion. A further spectrometer system will be installed for the upcoming campaigns to

perform density and temperature measurements upon TCV’s first power heating beam (NBI,

1MW, 25 keV
AMU ). The comparison of the results with those from the current ensemble of CXRS

spectrometers, in particular their compatibility, will generate a set of experimental profiles to

help validate the delicate impurity density profile measurements over a wide range of plasma

configurations and conditions.
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